Notes	195
14»-15. seems to be receiving ; when he does a favour he
makes it seem a kindness to accept what he offers.
 17.	mere retort : which is noisy and rude hy its very nature.
 18.	imputing   motives;   i.e.   imputing   (bad)  motives.
21-2. personalities or sharp sayings : are like the * mere
retortJ above.
22. insinuates evil: if he knows of evil he will speak out
or not at all ; this shows a gentleman is not weak ; righteous
anger can be expressed.
25. our enemy : do not interpret this as mean expediency.
11 means ' in the hope that our enmity will cease, and to do
nothing that will delay that'.
page 128. 1. on philosophical principles : as expressed after-
wards in the J because * clauses.
5. blundering discourtesy : it is discourteous, it is uncivilized
to * tear and hack ', c mistake the point', ' waste their strength ',
and * misconceive ?.
12. clear-headed : being so, he is. * simple ', f brief * and
sane—civilized discussion is possible.
XVII.   ABOUT WHAT WE CAN DO FOR SOCIETY
tub teacher will find it interesting to compare the views in
Montague's Disenchantment with the expression of them in
his novel Rough Justice. His unfailing hope which saved his
disenchantment from being despair can be read in a sentence
from the novel: * So he had come to see civilization, the real
thing, face to face—not the dead word we use lifelessly, but
the living magnificent figure everlastingly fighting its way
through wastes of sand and thorns, with eyes that appealed
for help to all the brave and clean-hearted.'
pages 125-6, 21-1. radio-activity : from radium, a metal whose
force penetrates almost any substance: so the word means
having the power of sending out unseen rays that strongly affect
every substance touched. Gifted teaching spreads light and
the sweetness of reason in this way.
page 126. 6. Spain or Holland : probably chosen as rather
dead countries. Italy has become another question since
Montague wrote,
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